The Potential Use of Multi-Band SAR Data for Soil Moisture Retrieval over Bare Agricultural Areas: Hebei, China
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Abstract: The potential use of TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 data for soil moisture retrieval over bare agricultural areas was investigated using both empirical and semi-empirical approaches. For the empirical approach, the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model was used with two cases: (1) using only one C-band or X-band image; and (2) using a pair of C-band and X-band images jointly. For the semi-empirical approach, the modified Dubois model based on C-band and X-band SAR data was developed to estimate soil moisture content. The experiments were implemented over two bare agricultural areas, and in-situ measurements were carried out to assess the methods. The results showed that the TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 are suitable remote sensing tools for the estimation of surface soil moisture, with an accuracy of about 3 vol % (root mean square error, RMSE) over bare agricultural areas. Compared with the results obtained by Radarsat-2 data, TerraSAR-X data gives a slight improvement in estimating soil moisture. The accuracy of the soil moisture estimation was improved further when the two bands SAR data were used (RMSE of about 2.2 vol %) instead of only one. Moreover, the modified Dubois model showed comparable accuracy to the empirical model independent of the surface roughness.
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1. Introduction

Soil moisture content is an important parameter in the Earth surface water cycle and energy exchange. Remote sensing techniques allow soil moisture to be detected over large areas. Therefore, considerable efforts have been devoted to the application of active microwave remote sensing to monitor surface soil moisture [1–6]. Among active microwave remote sensing techniques, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a potential technique for the estimation of soil moisture content with suitable temporal and spatial resolution. The SAR return signal from a bare soil surface is mainly determined by sensor configuration parameters (frequency, polarization, and incidence angle) and soil surface parameters (dielectric constant and surface roughness) [7,8]. Therefore, the extraction of reliable soil moisture information from SAR data is subject to the efficient modeling of the contribution of soil moisture and surface roughness to the backscattering information.

A number of approaches have been proposed, and different results have been obtained with different model parameters, such as vegetation cover and soil surface roughness [9–11]. These
parameters complicate the estimation of soil moisture from SAR data, obviously producing deviation in the estimation results. Among others, three main methods for soil moisture inversion have been developed in the literature: empirical regression technique [12], semi-empirical model [13,14], and theoretical model [15–18]. Notarnicola et al. [19] compared the Bayesian and neural network approaches for soil moisture inversion. The Bayesian and neural network methods showed similar capability in estimating soil dielectric constant. The error of the Bayesian method increases if the number of input parameters increases, whereas, for the neural network method, the error decreases with an increase in the number of input parameters. Said et al. [20] used an artificial neural network with multiple input parameters to estimate soil moisture content. The neural network inversion was better than the multiple regression approach. Paloscia et al. [21] compared the artificial neural network approach, Bayesian approach, and Nelder-Mead direct-search method for soil moisture inversion using ASAR data and simulated data. The results showed that artificial neural network is the most practical method, which gives the optimal compromise among the accuracy, stability, and speed in estimation of soil moisture. Pasolli et al. [22,23] introduced Support Vector Regression (SVR) model into soil moisture inversion using microwave remote sensing data. The performance of the SVR model was compared with that obtained by a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network. The results indicated that the SVR model is a valid alternative to the MLP neural network regression model, and the SVR model is more stable and robust to the noise and outliers in the data.

Among the numerous soil surface scattering models in the literature, the widely-used models are two semi-empirical models, the Oh model and the Dubois model, and a theoretical model, the Integral Equation Model (IEM) [24]. Semi-empirical models establish relatively simple relationships between soil surface characteristics and SAR backscattering coefficients which reflect to a certain extent physical mechanism of the scattering targets. Nevertheless, they depend on several parameters which are generally site specific and therefore valid for limited soil surface conditions. Oh developed an experimental relationship relating the ratios of backscattering coefficients in different polarizations to soil dielectric constant and surface roughness. Dubois et al. linked co-polarization backscattering coefficients to soil dielectric constant and surface roughness. Rao et al. [25] used the Dubois model to estimate soil moisture based on HH and HV polarization backscattering coefficients. The surface roughness parameter was replaced by a linear regression model derived by linking the root mean square (RMS) height to the cross polarization ratio. Sahebi and Angles [26] modified the Dubois model to estimate soil moisture content using single polarization backscattering coefficient with two incidence angles, and the results showed good agreement with the measured soil moisture. Chai et al. [27] combined the water cloud model and Dubois model to estimate soil moisture in plateau pasture regions using polarimetric Radarsat-2 data. The surface roughness effect was eliminated by solving the Dubois equations. Validation results indicated that the developed Dubois model with minimum prior knowledge needed is the appropriate soil moisture estimation approach for the challenging environment. Theoretical models are based on electromagnetic scattering theory, which can establish site-independent relationships between the backscattering coefficients and the soil parameters. Thus, theoretical models are more suitable for estimating soil moisture over varying landscapes. However, these models are mathematically more complex and involve numerous parameters and heavy computational burden [28]. As a consequence, the complexity of theoretical models restricts their application.

Another widely used method is the change detection technique. The main principle of this approach is that the temporal variation of vegetation and surface roughness generally occurs over a longer time scale than soil moisture [29]. Therefore, multi-temporal SAR data can minimize the effect of surface roughness and vegetation. Thus, the relationships between the changes of backscattering coefficients and changes in soil moisture can be established. These theories have been widely used with different retrieval techniques and SAR data [30–33].

With the increasing availability of SAR data, more emphasis is being focused on the estimation of soil moisture from multi-configuration SAR data, which is promising in decoupling the surface
roughness and vegetation contribution from the retrieval procedure. Thus, it is likely to overcome the difficulty of soil moisture inversion under complex environmental conditions. Multi-incidence angle [34], multi-polarization [35,36] and multi-frequency [37] SAR data have been used to estimate soil moisture for different environments. The significant advantage of multi-incidence angle SAR data is the ability to quantify surface roughness without in-situ measurements [38]. Baghdadi et al. [39] investigated soil moisture inversion using ASAR data with low and high incidence angles. The results of the soil moisture inversion were improved significantly by using both incidence angles data instead of only one. Compared to the results obtained by high incidence angle SAR data, the use of low incidence angle data resulted in a distinct improvement in soil moisture inversion. Multiple polarization SAR allows for the simultaneous acquisition of backscattering information with two or four polarimetric modes and provides great potential for soil moisture inversion. By decomposing the polarimetric response, the corresponding contributions of vegetation cover and soil surface can be separated [40,41]. The soil moisture content can be estimated via the polarimetric parameters representing the soil surface characteristics [42]. Therefore, multi-configuration SAR data are promising for soil moisture inversion under different soil conditions.

The objective of this study is to investigate the potential of soil moisture inversion using multi-band space-borne SAR data (approximately simultaneous acquisition with HH polarization) over bare agricultural areas. The Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data were acquired to provide different backscattering coefficients characterizing the soil surface. The SVR model was used to evaluate the potential of C-band and X-band SAR data for soil moisture inversion. Moreover, the Dubois model was modified to estimate soil moisture with the application of single polarization Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data.

2. Study Area and Datasets

2.1. Study Area

The study area (Figure 1) is located at HanDan in Hebei Province, China (114°6′–114°18′ E, 36°26′–36°38′ N). In situ measurements were implemented over the Jiulong (114°16′ E, 36°27′ N) and Wannian (114°9′ E, 36°37′ N) experimental areas, shown in Figure 1; both experimental areas are agricultural areas and relatively flat. During the period of SAR acquisitions (April 2015), the dominating crop was wheat, which covered approximately 20% of the agricultural area. The remaining soil surface was mainly bare plowed or unplowed soil awaiting future cultivation (corn). Therefore, we focused on soil moisture retrieval over bare agricultural areas.

Figure 1. Study area and sampling sites. The upper right and lower right figures represent the Wannian and Jiulong experimental areas, respectively. The round dots indicate the sampling sites.
2.2. SAR Datasets

The Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data were acquired over the study area, and the detailed information of the SAR data are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAR Data</th>
<th>Acquisition Date</th>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Polarization</th>
<th>Incidence Angle</th>
<th>Imaging Mode</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radarsat-2</td>
<td>28 April 2015</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.3 GHz</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>36°</td>
<td>Multi-Look Fine</td>
<td>5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TerraSAR-X</td>
<td>29 April 2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>9.6 GHz</td>
<td>HH</td>
<td>26°</td>
<td>StripMap</td>
<td>3 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Next ESA SAR Toolbox (NEST, [43]) was utilized to extract the backscattering coefficients. A Lee filter with 5 × 5 window was used to suppress the speckle noise. The data obtained were geocoded using a digital elevation model with 30-m resolution. Accurate geographical registration between the SAR data and field measurement sites was achieved through ten corner reflectors located in the experimental areas.

2.3. Field Measurements

Simultaneously with the acquisition of Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data, field measurements were implemented over two experimental areas on 28 and 29 April 2015. During this time, there was no precipitation, obvious temperature change or agricultural activity over the experimental areas. Therefore, the soil moisture and surface roughness are assumed to be constant on 28 and 29 April 2015. Two soil surface parameters were obtained, including soil moisture content (0–5 cm depth) and surface roughness.

For the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas, 30 and 31 sampling sites were selected, respectively. These field measurements can be used to calibrate and validate the soil moisture inversion models. For each sampling site, three sampling points were selected as representative within an area of 30 m × 30 m. The distance among the sampling points is approximately 10 m. The average measurement of the three sampling points is regarded as the sampling site measurement. The soil moisture of each site is represented as the average of three samples measurements. Soil moisture was collected by a calibrated TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) probe, and the measured soil moisture content data were corrected based on the gravimetric method. Due to partial irrigation over the Jiulong experimental area, the soil moisture changes obviously. The soil moisture content varied from 10.2% cm$^3$/cm$^3$ to 28.6% cm$^3$/cm$^3$. The soil moisture was relatively lower over the Wannian experimental area due to little precipitation, and the soil moisture content varied from 8.5% cm$^3$/cm$^3$ to 20.3% cm$^3$/cm$^3$. A Q5H global positioning system (GPS) was used to identify and register the sampling positions with 1 m accuracy. The surface roughness was measured using a needle profiler (1-meter long and with 1-centimeter sampling intervals) and a digital camera. At each sampling point four field photographs of the surface roughness were obtained, two of these photographs were parallel to the row direction and the others were perpendicular to the row direction. The RMS height ($s$) and correlation length ($l$) were calculated using a Matlab program. The value of $s$ varied from 0.4 cm to 1.8 cm over the Jiulong experimental area, while in the Wannian experimental area, $s$ varied from 0.3 cm to 1.6 cm.

3. Methodology

3.1. Empirical Model

A proper inversion technique is of great importance for soil moisture retrieval. The estimation of soil moisture from SAR data by means of empirical methods requires the development of experimental relationships between the backscattering coefficient ($\sigma$) and the measured soil moisture.
For each experimental area (Jiulong and Wannian), approximately 60% of the sampling sites are used as the calibration data sets, the rest of the sampling sites are used as the validation data sets.

In the case of using one SAR image characterized by one band (C-band or X-band), the retrieval model without taking into account the surface roughness is represented as follows:

$$\sigma = f(m_v, \lambda) \Rightarrow m_v = f'(\sigma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The joint use of two bands SAR data can eliminate the effects of surface roughness and, thus, allows relating the backscatter coefficient to soil moisture only. For two images acquired with C-band and X-band, the estimation of soil moisture can be obtained:

$$\sigma_C = f_1(m_v, s, \lambda_C)$$
$$\sigma_X = f_2(m_v, s, \lambda_X)$$

$$\Rightarrow m_v = f'(\sigma_C, \sigma_X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \(s\) denotes the RMS height. The surface roughness parameter also can be represented as \(Z_s\) \[^{[44]}\] or \(Z_g\) \[^{[45]}\], where the correlation length is involved. Equation (2) should be the same if the \(Z_s\) or \(Z_g\) parameters are used.

The empirical models represented in Equations (1) and (2) were established by the calibration data sets using the SVR model. The validation for the empirical models was implemented using the validation data sets (approximately 40% of the sampling sites of each experimental area).

The SVR model is a robust and promising nonlinear machine learning technology \[^{[46]}\], which was introduced to estimate soil moisture using microwave remote sensing data \[^{[22,47,48]}\].

When a continuous parameter \(y\) (e.g., the volumetric soil moisture) needs to be estimated, given a set \(x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)\) of \(n\) features extracted from SAR data (e.g., backscatter coefficients), this can be represented as:

$$y = f(x) + b$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \(f\) represents the input-output mapping and \(b\) is a Gaussian random variable. The calculation of \(y\) corresponds to the problem of obtaining a function \(f'\) as close as possible to the true mapping \(f\).

The objective of the SVR model is to obtain a function \(f'\) that approximates \(f\). For this purpose, the original low-dimensional input domain is projected to a high-dimensional space. Then, \(f\) is approximated to a linear function:

$$f'(x) = \omega \cdot \Phi(x) + d$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \(\omega\) denotes the weight vector of the approximation function, \(\Phi(\cdot)\) is the projection function, and \(d\) is the bias.

The optimal linear function is obtained, based on the minimization of structural risk, which combines the training error and the model complexity. The first part is obtained according to a \(\varepsilon\)-insensitive loss function, where \(\varepsilon\) quantifies the tolerance to errors. Equivalently, the penalty can be represented by the nonnegative slack variables \(\xi\) and \(\xi^*\). The second part of the cost function is represented by the Euclidean norm of weight vector \(\omega\). The cost function to minimize can be expressed as

$$\psi(\omega, \xi) = C \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\xi_i + \xi_i^*) + \frac{1}{2} ||\omega||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

satisfying the following constraints:

$$\begin{cases} y_i - [\omega \cdot \Phi(x_i) + d] \leq \varepsilon + \xi_i, \\ [\omega \cdot \Phi(x_i) + d] - y_i \leq \varepsilon + \xi_i^*, \\ \xi_i, \xi_i^* \geq 0, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\(C\) is a regularization parameter that adjusts the tradeoff between the tolerance to empirical errors and the complexity of the function \(f'\).
The constrained optimization problem in Equation (5) can be solved by introducing Lagrange multipliers $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_i^*$, leading to a unique solution. Based on the samples in the original input domain, the final estimation function can be represented as follows:

$$f'(x) = \sum_{i \in N} (\alpha_i - \alpha_i^*)k(x_i, x) + d$$

(7)

where $k(\cdot)$ is the kernel function that satisfies Mercer’s theorem [49].

3.2. Modified Dubois Model

Dubois et al. proposed a semi-empirical model that characterizes the co-polarized backscatter coefficients $\sigma$ as functions of dielectric constant $\varepsilon$, incidence angle $\theta$, RMS height $s$, and wavelength $\lambda$.

$$\sigma_{HH} = 10^{-2.75\left(\frac{\cos^{1.5}\theta}{\sin^3\theta}\right)}10^{0.028\varepsilon\tan\theta}\lambda^{0.7}(k\sin\theta)^{1.4}$$

(8)

$$\sigma_{VV} = 10^{-2.35\left(\frac{\cos^3\theta}{\sin^3\theta}\right)}10^{0.046\varepsilon\tan\theta}\lambda^{0.7}(k\sin\theta)^{1.1}$$

(9)

where $k$ is the wave number, represented as $k = 2\pi / \lambda$. The model is suitable for bare soil, and it gives optimal results for $ks \leq 2.5$ and $m_v \leq 0.35 \text{ cm}^3/\text{cm}^3$. The soil surface characteristics of the experimental areas satisfy the applicable conditions of the Dubois model.

In the Dubois model, the soil dielectric constant can be obtained with the effective surface roughness parameters as inputs for the single polarization SAR data. However, obtaining prior information of surface roughness enhances the difficulty of soil moisture inversion. To solve this problem, two different bands SAR data with HH polarization were acquired in this study. For each sampling site, two backscattering coefficients were obtained from the Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data. Hence, the Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X backscattering coefficients can be represented by Equation (8) with the same surface roughness and soil moisture data as inputs. The surface roughness parameter can be eliminated. Thus, a function of soil dielectric constant and backscattering coefficients and SAR configuration parameters, independent of surface roughness, can be derived:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\log_{10}(\sigma_C/\sigma_X) + 1.5\log_{10}(\frac{\cos\theta_X}{\cos\theta_C}) + 3.6\log_{10}(\frac{\sin\theta_C}{\sin\theta_X}) + 0.7\log_{10}(\lambda_C/\lambda_X)}{0.028(\tan\theta_C - \tan\theta_X)}$$

(10)

where the subscripts C and X represent the C-band Radarsat-2 and X-band TerraSAR-X images, respectively.

Thus, the soil dielectric constant can be obtained via Equation (10) based on two bands SAR data independent of surface roughness. Subsequently, soil moisture content can be calculated using the empirical method proposed by Topp et al. [50], a function of volumetric soil moisture content and dielectric constant:

$$m_v = -0.053 + 0.0292\varepsilon - 5.5 \times 10^{-4}\varepsilon^2 + 4.3 \times 10^{-6}\varepsilon^3$$

(11)

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Empirical Model Experiments

For the Jiulong data set, 30 samples were acquired, of which 20 random samples were selected to establish the model for soil moisture retrieval, and the remaining 10 samples were used to validate the model. For the Wannian data set, 31 samples were acquired, of which 20 random samples were selected to establish the model and the remaining 11 samples were used to validate the model. The SVR model was utilized to estimate the soil moisture content with C-band and X-band SAR data as inputs. The results are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Comparisons between the measured and estimated soil moisture content using the SVR model: (a) Jiulong data set with TerraSAR-X ($R^2 = 0.55$, RMSE = 2.95 vol %); (b) Jiulong data set with Radarsat-2 ($R^2 = 0.49$, RMSE = 3.16 vol %); (c) Jiulong data set with TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 ($R^2 = 0.82$, RMSE = 2.21 vol %); (d) Wannian data set with TerraSAR-X ($R^2 = 0.61$, RMSE = 2.51 vol %); (e) Wannian data set with Radarsat-2 ($R^2 = 0.44$, RMSE = 3.0 vol %); and (f) Wannian data set with TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 ($R^2 = 0.86$, RMSE = 2.21 vol %).

Quantitative evaluation between the estimated and measured soil moisture were implemented. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), determination coefficient ($R^2$), Mean Relative Error (MRE), and Standard Deviation (SD) were selected as the indicators. The statistical results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Quantitative statistics between the measured and estimated soil moisture content using the SVR model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Data Set</th>
<th>SAR Data</th>
<th>RMSE (cm$^3$/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>MRE (%)</th>
<th>SD (cm$^3$/cm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiulong data set</td>
<td>TerraSAR-X</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radarsat-2</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wannian data set</td>
<td>TerraSAR-X</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radarsat-2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the validation phase, the results obtained with the C-band SAR data showed an estimation error of about 3.2 vol % (RMSE) over the Jiulong experimental area. The use of X-band SAR gave slightly better results with an RMSE of about 3.0 vol %. For the Wannian experimental area, the results obtained with the C-band SAR data showed an estimation error of about 3.0 vol % (RMSE). The use of X-band SAR gave better results with an RMSE of about 2.5 vol %. The accuracy of the soil moisture estimation improved by using C-band and X-band SAR data together, with an RMSE of about 2.2 vol % over the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas. Figure 2 shows the good agreement between the estimated and measured soil moisture over both experimental areas.

For the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas, single band SAR data (C-band or X-band) gave accurate soil moisture estimation results (RMSE < 3.2%). The reason for this may be that the SVR model has good intrinsic generalization performance. Also, the SVR model is easy to handle and quick to train, and shows a good compromise between processing time and inversion accuracy. Thus, it is suitable for timeliness requirements [22,51]. Moreover, the SVR model is suitable for small training samples. For soil moisture inversion, extensive in-situ measurements are laborious and inefficient, and limited sampling sites can be obtained. The SVR model can solve this problem and, hence, is a suitable soil moisture inversion model.

Compared with the results obtained by Radarsat-2 data, the use of TerraSAR-X data provided an improvement in estimating soil moisture over the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas. The C-band and X-band SAR data showed different sensitivity to soil surface roughness [52]. Smaller errors in the estimated soil moisture were obtained with the X-band SAR for a single incidence angle (RMSE of about 3 vol % for 26°, and 4 vol % for 52°) [53] than with the C-band SAR (RMSE of about 6 vol % for 20°, and 9 vol % for 40°) [39], where the surface roughness effect was not taken into account. When C-band SAR data with two incidence angles were used to estimate soil moisture content, where the surface roughness effect was reduced, the inversion results improved significantly over the single incidence angle C-band SAR data [39]. In contrast, the inversion accuracy of X-band SAR data with two incidence angles did not improve compared to the results of single incidence angle X-band SAR data [53]. This is due to the fact that the dependence of X-band SAR on surface roughness has been described as weak over agricultural areas [54,55]. Furthermore, Aubert et al. showed that the sensitivity of the X-band SAR data to soil moisture is significant [56]. Therefore, the single X-band SAR data obtained accurate soil moisture inversion results, even though the surface roughness was neglected in the inversion procedure.

Compared to the soil moisture inversion results using single X-band or C-band SAR, the X-band plus C-band SAR data for soil moisture inversion showed better results. The soil surface roughness is an important factor that influences soil moisture estimation using SAR data. For soil moisture inversion using the single X-band or C-band SAR data, the effect of surface roughness was not taken into account, which reduced the soil moisture estimation accuracy. In contrast, when the two bands SAR data were used to estimate soil moisture content, the surface roughness effect was reduced, which improved the accuracy of soil moisture inversion. When C-band SAR data with low and high incidence angles are combined to remove the effect of surface roughness, the soil moisture inversion accuracy improves significantly compared with only using the single incidence SAR data [39,57].
Moreover, the SAR signal is sensitive to soil properties in different ways and to a different extent depending on the SAR frequency [58], and the combination of SAR information acquired with different frequencies leads to a better characterization of the parameters affecting the SAR signal and thus to accurate estimation of the soil moisture. Therefore, the multi-band SAR data obtained satisfactory results over the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas, owing to the elimination of surface roughness effect.

From the above analysis we can see that the SVR model with multi-band SAR data is effective for soil moisture inversion. The TerraSAR-X data obtained better results for soil moisture inversion over bare agricultural areas than Radarsat-2 data. However, X-band SAR is more sensitive to vegetation cover due to its weak penetration capability. Therefore, further study is needed for soil moisture inversion using X-band and C-band SAR over vegetation covered areas.

4.2. Modified Dubois Model Experiments

Soil surface roughness influences the radar backscattering response, which can result in biases in soil moisture inversion results. To overcome this difficulty, it is assumed that the soil surface roughness is constant during the period of SAR acquisition and in-situ measurements. Subsequently, solving the Dubois model with multi-band SAR data can eliminate the effect of soil surface roughness. Therefore, the soil dielectric constant can be calculated from Equation (10) with Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X backscattering coefficients and configuration parameters as inputs.

For the Jiulong and Wannian data sets, in-situ measured soil moisture was used to validate the modified Dubois model based on multi-band SAR data. Figure 3 represented the comparisons between the field measurements and estimated soil moisture obtained by the modified Dubois model.

![Figure 3](image.png)

Figure 3. Comparisons between the measured and estimated soil moisture content using modified Dubois model: (a) Jiulong experimental area ($R^2 = 0.70$, RMSE = 2.07 vol %); (b) Wannian experimental area ($R^2 = 0.67$, RMSE = 2.32 vol %).

The modified Dubois model was used to estimate soil moisture based on the Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data. The estimated soil moisture showed good agreement with measured soil moisture over the Jiulong ($R^2$ of about 0.7, RMSE of about 2.1 vol %) and Wannian ($R^2$ of about 0.67, RMSE of about 2.3 vol %) experimental areas.

Evaluation results indicated that the Dubois model based on multi-band SAR data is promising for soil moisture inversion over this study area. The estimated soil moisture showed good agreement with in-situ measurements in terms of accuracy and stability, owing to decoupling the effect of surface roughness from the SAR backscattering coefficient. The original Dubois model needs HH and VV polarization SAR data as inputs to estimate soil moisture content. Sahebi and Angles [26]...
developed the Dubois model to estimate soil moisture content based on single polarization SAR data with two incidence angles. In this study, the modified Dubois model based on multi-band SAR data was developed and used to estimate soil moisture content independent of surface roughness. The results verified the efficiency of the developed Dubois model for soil moisture inversion over bare agricultural areas. Moreover, this method does not need prior knowledge of soil surface parameters.

Despite the accurate results were obtained, the multi-band space-borne SAR data are relatively difficult to acquire at present. This will limit the applications of multi-band SAR data for soil moisture inversion over large areas with frequent temporal coverage. However, with the development of space-borne SAR techniques, multi-band SAR data may be frequently acquired in the future, so the research of multi-band SAR data for soil moisture inversion is promising.

4.3. Comparison of Results

Evaluation results indicated that the SVR model and modified Dubois model based on Radarsat-2 and TerraSAR-X data are promising for soil moisture inversion over this study area. Therefore, the SVR model and modified Dubois model can be used to produce soil moisture maps on the basis of multi-band SAR data. Figure 4 shows the soil moisture content maps of the experimental areas.

![Figure 4. Soil moisture content maps of the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas produced by the SVR model and modified Dubois model based on TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 data: (a) Jiulong experimental area with SVR model; (b) Jiulong experimental area with modified Dubois model; (c) Wannian experimental area with SVR model; and (d) Wannian experimental area with modified Dubois model. Rural areas are masked in white.](image-url)
The results showed that the SVR model and modified Dubois model gave similar results for each of the experimental area. For the Jiulong and Wannian experimental areas, different land parcels showed different soil moisture content. The reason for this is that different land parcels correspond to different management measures, so the soil may be irrigated, plowed, or unplowed. Therefore, the soil moisture content varies between different land parcels. Correspondingly, the inversion results showed variations between different land parcels. The average soil moisture content over the Wannian experimental area was lower than over the Jiulong experimental area, which is in line with the field measurements. The difference of precipitation and soil texture between the experimental areas may be the cause of these results. Moreover, partial irrigation may also influence the distribution of the soil moisture.

The empirical and semi-empirical models were used to estimate regional soil moisture content on the basis of multi-band SAR data, and the accurate and reliable soil moisture content maps were obtained, which is significant in the application of hydrology, agronomy and climatology. The empirical model (SVR) based on multi-band SAR data gave accurate soil moisture inversion results for this study area. However, the applicability of this approach is restricted due to the limited representativeness of the soil conditions. The parameters of the modified Dubois model have a certain extent physical significance. Soil moisture content can be estimated using multi-band SAR data without prior information.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this study is to investigate the potential of multi-band SAR data for soil moisture inversion over bare agricultural areas. The study tested the empirical model for soil moisture estimation from one band SAR data (C-band or X-band) and multi-band SAR data (both C-band and X-band). Additionally, the modified Dubois model based on multi-band SAR data was developed to estimate soil moisture content independent of surface roughness. The results of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. The retrieval algorithm performed well for single X-band and C-band SAR data. The results indicated that the TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2 are suitable remote sensing tools for the estimation of surface soil moisture over bare agricultural areas.

2. Comparing with the results obtained by Radarsat-2 data, the TerraSAR-X data showed slightly higher accuracy for soil moisture inversion due to the weak sensitivity to surface roughness. The accuracy of the soil moisture estimation improved when two bands SAR data were used, owing to the decoupling of surface roughness effect from radar backscattering.

3. The modified Dubois model based on multi-band SAR data showed comparable accuracy with the empirical model independent of surface roughness. In areas where surface roughness parameters are not available, the model is promising.

Multi-band SAR data are promising for soil moisture retrieval over bare agricultural areas. Agricultural areas are seasonally covered with different crops, so further study is needed for soil moisture inversion using multi-band SAR data over vegetation covered areas. For this purpose, the simultaneous acquisition of multi-band SAR data is necessary. Therefore, the development of multi-band SAR satellite is promising for accurate land surface parameters inversion.
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